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 Abstract:
Although the excavators of the sanctuary of the Great Gods on the island of Samothrace recognize that 
drinking to the point of intoxication was practiced at the Mystery, naively this has not been seen as an 
element in the initiation scenario. Numerous drinking cups have been found, inscribed as the property of the 
gods, and the ancient village of Keramidaria (‘Ceramics’) was devoted to the manufacture of amphorae, 
officially stamped as genuine provenance of Samothrace for the export of the wine distinctive of the Mystery, 
probably a version of Homer’s potent Maronian wine of the Cyclops. That wine still existed in the Roman 
Period, and on the testimony of the proconsul assigned to the province, it even required dilution with eight 
parts water to be drunk safely. At the time of Odysseus, the rate of dilution was twentyfold. Such potent wines 
achieved their high intoxicating potential from the substances added to the ferment, a fact that has now been 
confirmed by the discovery of an intact wine cellar from Canaan, dated to the beginning of the second 
millennium BCE. The myth of the establishment of the Mystery, dated to the generations before the Trojan 
War, narrates the tale of its founder sailing like a drunken loon upon a wineskin, and similar establishments 
of the Mystery of the Great Gods depict a Kabeiric dwarfish Odysseus sailing upon an amphora filled with 
the special potion of the great sorceress Circe. This wine was fortified with a sacred psychoactive mushroom, 
whose antiquity can be traced back to the wolf sacrament of the Achaemenid Persians, and documented as 
well in Celtic lore and among the Nordic berserkers, recorded as early as the Emperor Trajan as a rite of the 
Dacians of Thrace, who are named as the ‘People of the Wolf’ and who carried the banner of Draco into 
battle, a serpent with the head of a wolf. The serpent is an indication of the wolf’s toxicity, and the fondness of 
wolves for eating the mushrooms was the basis for the rituals of lycanthropy and the initiated fraternal packs 
of warriors. In Athens of the Classical Age, the fungal identity of this initiatory sacrament was common 
knowledge, obscenely parodied on the comic stage. The Etruscans carried this sacrament to the Italian 
peninsula and it was incorporated into the mythologized history of Rome’s founding by the Trojan Aeneas as 
the fulfilment of the prophecy of the edible tables that would signal the site for the future city. The cult of the 
Great Gods involved the widespread phenomenon of the little people that materialized from the sacramental 
fungus as fairy creatures, using the mushroom as their tables set with dainty morsels that inspired visionary 
experience and of which it was taboo for the uninitiated to partake.
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berserkers, haoma, Persians, Kabeiroi
The Zerynthian Cave
The Mystery of the Great Gods of Samothrace was established at the site of the present 
archaeological remains in the seventh century BCE, and the Temple complex was greatly 
expanded in the Hellenistic Age by dedications from the Macedonian heirs of Alexander, the 
Great. Its antiquity, however, goes back at least to the mid second millennium. Originally, the rite 
was performed at a still unidentified cave, one of several that issue in profuse streams falling as 
cataracts down the steep slope of the heavily forested volcanic island, probably the one adjacent 
to the village of Therma, which was channeled through the site of the later sanctuary complex 
below it. The legendary founders of the Mystery were the Amazons, who supposedly discovered 
the island uninhabited and dedicated it to the ‘Mother of the Gods,’ well before the Trojan War. 
The island, however, was probably already inhabited and sacred at least as early as the Neolithic 
Period.
Troy itself was supposedly founded three generations after the establishment of the Mystery by a 
refugee from Samothrace, although his original home was said to have been Arcadia in the 
central Peloponnesus, and the War was fought in the third generation after its founding. 
Agamemnon, as mythologized history, was cited among the list of initiates. The Arcadian origin 
of the Mystery was elaborated as the birthplace of Hermes and his role as cow-thief, and in the 
tradition that Virgil followed in narrating Rome’s Trojan ancestry. The Samothracian ritual 
preserved prayers in a pre-Greek language, perhaps a version of Etruscan, probably a dialect of 
Luwian, the language of Troy with borrowings from neighboring Phrygian peoples. The deities 
who presided over the Mystery formed a triad and preserved their ancient occult pre-Greek 
names as a goddess Axieros, her daughter Axiokersa, and the daughter’s mate Axiokersos, where 
the similar prefix apparently was an honorific indication of divinity. They were loosely equated 
to the later Demeter, Persephone, and Hades, although Axieros was also a version of the 
Anatolian Mountain Mother, who was interchangeable with Rheia and later named as Cybele. If 
there was a fourth in the divine group, his name was Kasmilos and equated to the later Hermes.
Surprisingly, the excavators of the remains of the sanctuary have shown little interest in the 
Zerynthian Cave and have confined their reconstruction of the rituals to the physical ruins and to 
the mention of bacchanalia, which they interpret as performances of drama. Although the site 
offers areas for viewing certain sacred events, such as sacrificial offerings, instruction of the 
candidates for initiation, or perhaps the recitation of a poem like the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, 
there is no proper theater, nor is there any record of playwrights. The area below the niche for the 
Winged Victory monument, although stepped with seats or standing tiers, looked down upon an 
altar for sacrifice, with no theatrical backdrop or skene, required for dramatic performances. The 
slightly sunken small circular area just beyond the entrance gate was not an amphitheater, and 
provided only a couple of narrow tiers to accommodate viewers standing in a circle.
The ancient testimony for the sacred Zerynthian Cave is indisputable. The third-century 
Hellenistic poet Lycophron (Alexandra, 1175-1180), who was a great antiquarian of obscure 
traditions, mentions the Cave; and its centrality to the Mystery even at this later period is shown 
by its depiction, complete with the issuing cataract, in the lower right of the second-century BCE 
marble relief from Larissa, a dedication of Danaä, portraying a theoxénia or ‘offering of 
hospitality to deity,’ to the ‘Great Gods,’ who are shown arriving as the Dioskouroi above a 
flying Victory (Louvre, Ma 746). The Cave was named Zerynthos, a linguistic formation that is 
clearly in a language that predates Greek, and the goddess Hekate bore it as an epithet, as did 
pre-Greek Thracian versions of Apollo and Artemis. The whole northern coast of the island of 
Samothrace was still identified with that epithet in the first century CE (Ovid, Tristia, 10-19). 
Similar Zerythian caves existed throughout the mainland of ancient Thrace. The bacchanalia, so-
called, would obviously have occurred originally at these Caves, precluding the scenario for the 
performance of established or scripted dramas as the essential element of the Mystery. Several 
Hellenistic buildings in the later temple complex of the sanctuary can be interpreted as 
architectural simulacra of caves, being either built into an excavated hillside (like the Imperial 
Period Anaktoron lodge-hall), or like the third-century BCE Rotunda of Queen Arsinoë, the 
largest enclosed round building of ancient Greece, which, despite its grandeur, had a dirt floor to 
imitate the cave that it replaced.
Lycanthropy
The Zerynthian deities were worshipped by the offering of canines, a victim associated with the 
chthonic Hekate, but also involved in the traditions of Apollo and Artemis, most notably in the 
Corycian ‘Wolf-Cave’ above Delphi on Mount Parnassus, which was the well documented site of 
bacchanalia (Euripides, Ion), that were clearly not dramatic performances, but states of intense 
intoxication, still as late as the second century CE, as recorded by Plutarch, who was a priest at 
Delphi; and in the myth of the Theban Actaeon and his hunting hounds, who reverted to wolves 
and attacked their master as he metamorphosed into a stag when he spied upon Artemis bathing 
nude. Kotytto, a Thracian version of Athena, led them into battle. She was worshipped in ecstatic 
midnight bacchanalian drunken orgies on hilltops (Aeschylus, frag. 27), surviving well into the 
Roman Period in the Cotyttia Festival described by Horace and Juvenal, involving not only 
intoxication, but pharmaceutical lore and wild promiscuous sexual abandon (Ruck et al., 2014; 
Horace, Epodes, 17; Juvenal, Satires, 2).
The involvement of canines is most probably metaphoric for the nature of the 
bacchanalia, indicating that the intoxication was interpreted with the metaphor of rabidity, the 
madness that links the domesticated dog with its wild canine antecedents as wolves and foxes. 
The rabid madness was personified as Lyssa, which designates the ‘she-wolf’ (Euripides, 
Heracles). The entire pelt of the red fox was worn by the Zerynthian deities as headdress, and by 
the Thracian bacchants, at least as late as the fifth century BCE, who took their name from the 
fox pelt as Bassarides (Aeschylus, Bassarides; Euripides, Bacchae). The myth of the Thracian 
Lycurgus, named as the ‘Wolf-worker’ and indicative of lycanthropy, and the Homeric account of 
his opposition to the Thracian bacchant maenads, suggest that the wolf represents a pre-
Dionysian manifestation of ecstatic intoxication.
The fox pelt was stylized as the Thracian/Phrygian cap, imitating the pointed red snout of 
the animal (Ruck et al., 2014). It is never worn throughout its long history without reference to 
the significance of its origin as indicative of lycanthropic intoxication and emblematic of 
initiation into religious Mysteries. Even as later awarded to liberated slaves as the liberty cap in 
the Roman Period, its underlying original significance symbolized the liberation from the realm 
of ordinary vision or transcendent altered consciousness. Most notably, the Persian Zoroastrian 
priests or Magi wore the cap, and it was characteristic of their mediator with deity Mithras, and it 
was awarded to the candidate for the highest rank in the religion of Mithraism, which spread 
throughout the Roman Empire, initiating most of the Emperors, soldiers, and male bureaucrats 
who administered the Empire (Ruck and Hoffman, 2011), until it was ostensibly ended by the 
Christian Conversion, although it probably was assimilated into brotherhoods of Christian 
knights, such as the Ordre de la Toison d’Or of Duke Philip the Good of Burgundy (Ruck and 
Hoffman, 2012). The first in the seven stages of the initiation was the grade of Raven (Corax), 
which was symbolized by the cup of the sacramental drink that it served to the seventh and 
highest rank as Father (Pater), supposedly at a banquet on the flesh of the slaughtered cosmic 
bull, represented by a loaf of the Raven’s leavened bread, incised with the chiastic intersection of 
the solar and zodiacal ellipses. The cap was also worn by the legendary Perseus of Mycenae. He 
was the father of Perses, the name awarded to the fifth rank in the initiatory ascent of Mithraism 
as the ‘Persian,’ whose priestly title in the ceremony was the ‘Keeper of the Fruits.’
Excessive Drinking
Many drinking vessels survive from the remains of the Samothracian sanctuary, leading the 
excavators to conclude that excessive drinking—to the point of intoxication—was an element of 
the initiation (Lehmann, 1954, 1998, 6th ed. 1954: 40), although they fail to see the role of a 
sacred potion, such as was involved in all Mystery initiations, most notably the holy kykeon of 
Eleusis. The vessels are marked as property of the Samothracian Mystery. At other sites where 
rituals similar to those of Samothrace were performed, considerable amounts of drinking also 
took place. At Thebes, the distinctive copious skyphos drinking cups were apparently intended to 
be smashed ritually after drinking the initiatory potion. Beneath the mid fourth-century BCE 
building in the Samothracian sanctuary euphemistically labelled the ‘Hall of Choral Dancing’ on 
the basis of a frieze of dancers linked hand-in-hand, an extensive deposit of ceramics was 
uncovered, dating as early as the seventh century. The Hall contained the famous sculptural 
group of Aphrodite and Pothos or ‘Yearning’ by the fourth-century Skopas, who may have 
designed the entire building. It implies the truer nature of the erotic intoxicated dancing that 
occurred in the Hall, and terracotta figurines from burial sites in the sanctuary represent winged 
Erotes (cupids) and perhaps the infant Adonis or some other version of the Anatolian goddess’s 
young son and lover. Dances with linked hands survive as the sirtáki, performed at weddings and 
funerals, and the dance is more ecstatic than stately.
The long portico or Stoa, moreover, which after its erection in the third century BCE sheltered 
the initiates as they slept together overnight in the open air, cannot be divorced from the 
suspicion of the sexual or orgiastic experience that surrounded similar bivouacking rituals, such 
as the Thesmophoria in fifth-century Athens and elsewhere. It was precisely such an erotic 
implication that motivated the uncle of Olympias, the future mother of Alexander the Great, to 
send his teenage niece to Samothrace for the initiation in order to introduce her as an eligible 
candidate to Philip, who was looking for a new wife. Of the Thesmophoria, we know that 
excessive drinking was the norm (Aristophanes, Thesmophoriazousae, 626-633, 735-738), while 
the bivouacking women conversed with prostitutes or hetaerae on sexual matters and techniques 
as a ritual to rekindle the fire, not just that of the extinguished hearth, but also of the conjugal 
bed as a reuniting of the segregated sexes and the renewal of ordinary life. The relighting of the 
fire was apparently an element of the Samothracian rites, as indicated by the tradition of the 
notorious Lemnian stench and the sexual engagement of the Argonauts on route for their quest of 
the Golden Fleece (Burkert, 1970). The stench was a curse from Aphrodite and the volcanic 
forge of her husband Hephaestus and was metaphoric for the overmastering intensity of the 
pheromones (Ruck, 2016).
In addition, numerous amphorae from the ancient village of Keramidaria (‘Ceramics’) are the 
product of workshops devoted to the manufacture of vessels, officially stamped as genuine 
provenance of Samothrace. The vessels were used for export of the wine apparently distinctive of 
the Mystery initiation. Tradition links the wine of these Zerynthian Caves with the legendary 
wine of Apollo’s priest Maron. The vixen, female fox-capped bacchants of his tribe of Thracian 
Cicones attacked Orpheus and rendered him limb from limb in their madness, an analogous tale 
to the death of Pentheus of Thebes, who was himself an analogue of the death of his cousin 
Actaeon by his maddened hounds, inasmuch as it took place in exactly the same sacred spot on 
the mount Cithaeron outside Thebes. (Euripides, Bacchae, 1291). Odysseus used this wine of 
Maron to intoxicate the Cyclops Polyphemus. In the Homeric account, the wine required dilution 
with twenty parts water to drink it safely (Homer, Odyssey, 9.193-255).
The Homeric narrative is modeled upon the folkloric religious motif of initiatory liberation from 
a cave, traceable back to caves sacred as early as the Paleolithic and fully elaborated in Plato’s 
‘Allegory of the Cave’ (Republic, 514a-520a) and in the third-century CE Porphyry’s essay on 
the Cave of the Nymphs (Ruck, 2015). As is characteristic of an initiatory rite of passage (Turner, 
1967: 93-111), Odysseus moves from his name as Nobody in the Cave of Polyphemus to his 
heroic identity as the ‘hated’ Odysseus upon emerging, escaping by the ruse of disguising 
himself and his men as rams. Hung upside-down beneath an animal as they emerge from the cave 
is a zero-point of identity. The Homeric account plays upon the two versions of the Greek for 
‘nobody,’ the factual oútis (‘nobody’) and the potential métis (‘perhaps nobody, somebody’), 
where the latter puns upon métis as ‘clever intelligence.’ It also plays upon the dialectical version 
as ótis, the childhood name of the hero as the ‘floppy-eared’ bear, whose long hibernation 
suggested the motif of spiritual renewal through cave incubation. The Etruscans knew of version 
of the Odysseus myth in which the hero’s disappearance was caused by his becoming so sleepy 
that people had trouble finding him (Plutarch, Moralia, 2.27e). Lycanthropy and ursine 
transmogrification are analogous initiatory motifs (Ruck et al., 2007).
A wine marketed under the name of Maron still existed in the Roman period, and although not as 
potent as the legendary Homeric drink, on the personal testimony of the proconsul assigned to 
the province, it still required dilution with eight parts water to be drunk safely (Pliny, Natural 
History, 14.53; cf. Pollux, 66.10).
Mixing the Wine
Since fermentation is limited by the lethal effect of alcohol above a certain concentration of 
toxicity to the fungal growth of the yeasts that convert the sugars of the juice to ethanol, such 
potent wines achieved their high intoxicating potential from the special admixture of substances 
added to the natural ferment (Euripides, Orestes, 497-499). Some of these substances also 
withdrew oxygen from the mixture to retard the further oxidizing of the ethanol to vinegar or 
‘sour wine.’ Wine was customarily drunk diluted with several parts water, yielding a drink of low 
ethanol content, but fortified to varying degrees of intoxication by the adding of other 
psychoactive substances, symbolizing the natural intoxicants of the primordial world, before the 
evolution of viticulture, typically toxic vines like ivy, bryony (wild cucumber), and smilax 
(bindweed, wild morning glory), which mimicked the growth of the grapevine. Even deadly 
poisonous plants like hemlock, in sub-lethal dosages, were among the additives (Hillman, 2008: 
158-159; Nicander, Alexipharmaca, 186-194). In the Homeric tradition, Helen notoriously added 
the anodyne drug nepenthes to the drink she served to her guests in Sparta (Homer, Odyssey, 
219-221). Thus, even though diluted, small amounts of ethanol drunk over an extended period 
could induce severe intoxication (Eubulus, frag. 94), and Plato stigmatized the drunkenness of 
the symposia (Rinella, 2010).
The tradition persists in the Demotic Greek word for wine, not as [w]oínos or ‘wine,’ but krasí 
for the ‘mix.’ In antiquity, the wine was associated with the taste of pine sap because of the pitch 
smeared on the porous clay amphorae to render them watertight (Aristophanes, Acharnians, 190, 
with scholia). The resin added to modern retsina both retards the wine’s oxidizing and imparts 
psychoactive terpenes. The discovery of an intact wine cellar from the mid-second millennium 
BCE confirms this ancient practice (Ritter, 2013). Whereas the wild vines and their fruits are 
toxic in their natural state, the leaves of the grapevine and its grapes are edible, and the 
grapevine, in addition, requires human intervention as annual pruning to induce it to fruit with 
the berries upon whose juice is grown the intoxicant as an act of civilized cultivation. The adding 
of natural toxins to the cultivated yielded a drink that symbolized the reconciliation of the 
civilized world with its wild, primordial precedents.
Herbalist Fantasies
The emblem of the bacchant fox-capped vixens was the thyrsus, the receptacle for the 
wild plants gathered by herbalists (Theophrastus, History of Plants, 9.16.2). The bacchanalia 
honored not the god of viticulture, but his antecedent persona. The thyrsus identifies the women 
as engaged in the rituals and fantasies required for picking plants imbued with animate or divine 
personae. The fantasies often involve motifs of sexual engagement with the creatures that 
materialize from the magical plants, such as is documented at least until recently in the 
procedures for picking mandrake in Rumania, where the women undress and present themselves 
seductively nude to the object of their quest (Eliade, 1985: 17). In antiquity, menses was smeared 
on the mandrake to entice it to release its root (Josephus, Jewish Wars, 7.181), or its lycanthropic 
madness could be averted by enlisting a dog as the actual agent to pull the root from the ground, 
while the herbalist kept close watch for the approach of a pecker bird who might mount a sexual 
attack in retaliation. Numerous vase paintings depict the sexual assault or romp of the satyrs with 
the bacchants, who often fend off the attack with the thyrsus aimed directly at the genitals of the 
ithyphallic rapists. Mystical experience is commonly interpreted as cosmic orgasm, explicitly 
described as such by the sixteenth-century St. Teresa of Ávila and the eleventh-century 
theologian Rupert of Deutz, who both imagined that they engaged sexually with the Christ (Ruck 
and Hoffman, 2012: 250-252). A version of such empathetic communion resulted in the 
numerous documented instances of the physical stigmata that afflicted mystical Christians. 
Dionysus also materialized among the bacchants, crossdressing as a female and presenting 
himself as their perfect lover. They are shown offering themselves in return, presenting him their 
‘bunnies,’ or dancing costumed as hares, the ‘bunny’ (lagós being metaphoric for their sexual 
organ (Henderson, 1975: 144, 170). The satyrs represented the wild toxins before the advent of 
the civilized deity of viticulture. As goat-men hybrids, it was appropriate that the goat was the 
animal sacrificed to Dionysus and that the goatskin was employed to house the wine grown from 
the fruit of the grapevine, with the neck or foot of the wineskin being its metaphoric penis.
The thyrsus as a term was interchangeable with the narthex, which has the transparent etymology 
of the ‘narcotic receptacle or storehouse.’ Narthex was used as the title in antiquity for various 
compendia of drug lore. Typically, the thyrsus was depicted stuffed with wild ivy leaves, 
indicating that the plants they were gathering were emblematic of the toxins of the primordial 
world. The ivy leaves could be replaced with a pinecone, making the wand emblematic of the 
transcendence accessed by the gathered herbs, since the pineal gland is so named for its 
resemblance to the pinecone, and it was commonly thought in antiquity to function as a third eye, 
the gateway for mystical vision (Galen, On the Use of the Parts of the Body, 8.14). The pinecone 
also represents the god’s earlier manifestation in the resinous pine tree, commemorated in the 
resin added to the mixture of wine, and in such arboreal epithets of the deity as Dendrítes.
The ivy leaves could be imagined as dripping with honey (Euripides, Bacchae, 710-711), which 
was commonly acknowledged also as a precedent for the wine (Plato, Symposium, 203b), since 
honey, like the skins of grapes and other fruits, naturally contains the yeasts for fermentation, and 
when found diluted in basins with rainfall to lessen the overly intense sugar concentration, it 
quickly yields ethanol. Thus it was common tradition that the honey drink or mead predated 
wine, and méli provides the generic word for intoxicated beverage as methú and the Demotic 
Greek verb for ‘drunkenness’ (methisménos). Mead, like wine, however, is similarly limited in 
the concentration of ethanol that the yeast can produce. The Nordic meads of legendary potency 
derived their toxicity similarly from fortifying additives (Ruck et al., 2007: 153-155), and it was 
the common custom throughout the ages always to add other toxins into all forms of fermented 
beverage (McGovern, 2010).
The bee provides the natural prototype for the female herb gatherer, since it goes from flower to 
flower, collecting the nectar for the honey (Plato, Ion). It also presents a model of a matriarchal 
sisterhood centering upon its ovulating queen. A gold ring from Minoan Isopata near Cretan 
Knossos depicts a group of women gathering a magical flower that accesses mystical vision, 
indicated by the single disembodied eye. They have the faces not of human females, but of an 
insect, probably intended as bees, which was their title as priestesses. The bee metaphor persisted 
into Classical times, where various priestesses (of Artemis, Apollo, and Demeter) bore the tittle 
of Melissa, including the Pythian prophetess at Delphi, where still above the later sanctuary on 
Parnassus the bacchants swarmed out of the Corycian Wolf Cave like bees (Homeric Hymn to 
Hermes, 550-564).
The honey of these bees was symbolically psychoactive, Inspiring mellifluous inspired speech 
and interchangeable with the toxins of serpents and magical flowers as the source of mystical 
experience (Pindar, Sixth Olympian Ode; Ruck, 1976). Serpents were thought to derive their 
venom from eating toxic plants (Virgil, Aeneid, 2.471), and plants acquired their poisons by 
proximity to serpents (Nicander, Alexipharmaca, 521; Pliny, Natural History, 9.5), while bees 
obtained both their honey and their sting from the same obvious common source. Honey from 
toxic flowers, moreover, can be powerfully psychoactive (Xenophon, Anabasis, 4.8.20-21).
The bee is inseparable as a mythical motif from the bear. The animal is notorious for its fondness 
of honey, and some species even eat the bees. The bear walks upright and appears to be a 
gigantic human, perhaps enchanted into this ursine transmogrification, an impression seemingly 
proven by the animal’s response to the human pheromone. The motif occurs in the tale of 
Callisto, a byname of Artemis, who was metamorphosed into the constellation of the Great Bear, 
and in the name of the goddess’s pubescent troupe of girls as ‘cubs’ (árktoi).
In addition to the plants gathered, the bacchants handled serpents (Euripides, Bacchae, 698), and 
are frequently so depicted in vase paintings. Serpents can never be separated from the notion of 
toxicity, and there is explicit mention of milking them for their venoms in a bacchant context 
(Demosthenes, On the Crown, 18.260). Olympias became a great aficionado of the revels in the 
various Zerynthian Caves throughout Thrace, and she told her son that she had conceived him 
from Zeus in the form of a serpent, an event upon which Philip apparently spied, for which he 
lost the sight of one eye (Plutarch, Alexander, 3.1).  A similar tale was told about Atia, the 
mother of Octavian Augustus, who entered an entranced state during a midnight ritual for the god 
Apollo. It left its mark on her body as a blemish, the same color as the snake, and just before her 
delivery, her husband dreamed that her womb opened to emit a solar beam that extended to the 
universe, a dream that she too had independently (Suetonius, Octavius Caesar). Conception 
through the agency of a serpent implies the whole botanical complex that united serpents, bees, 
and their shared toxicity with plants. Such tales are typical of the hagiography of famous men, 
but they indicate the sexual metaphor as descriptive of the orgiastic drug-induced revel as 
communion with deity.
The bacchants may have suckled fawns and wild wolf cubs (Euripides, Bacchae, 699-700), 
although more probably these events enter into the realm of metaphor, since it is inconceivable 
that the women, untrained in hunting, could have managed to catch their nurslings and it is 
unlikely that they brought them with them to the mountain bacchanalia. Since some of the 
animals seen depicted, such as leopards, are ferocious, the animals are probably zoomorphic 
materializations of the animate spirit of the gathered plants. Thus the women are seen cavorting 
with wild bulls, and they were said to have rendered the animals, limb from limb. The bull was 
hardly likely to submit to such treatment, nor is it believable, except as metaphor, that even 
groups of women together could accomplish such a feat, which in actuality would require teams 
of opposing horses. The same is true of Pentheus and Orpheus, both rendered by the bacchants. 
In the case of Pentheus, his decapitated head was placed atop the thyrsus, like a plant gathered 
from the mountainside. As a mythic motif, they both represent the materialized personae as 
surrogates for the deity in his manifestations that predate viticulture, and they thus oppose his 
new gift of wine. Significantly, Pentheus was plucked from the top of a pine tree, where the god 
had placed him as the wild surrogate (Euripides, Bacchae, 1063-1083).
Just as ivy, bryony, and smilax resemble the cultivated grapevine, but are intoxicating in their 
natural state, it could be expected that mushrooms figured as additives to the wine, inasmuch as 
fermentation was recognized as a controlled fungal growth. Mushrooms themselves were called 
a ‘fermentation of the earth’ (Nicander, Alexipharmaca, 521). In common culinary Latin 
nomenclature, the stipe of the mushroom was termed its thyrsus (Apicius, 7. 15. 6), making it the 
natural prototype for the narthex stuffed with the toxins of its cap. Fermentation was also thought 
to resemble the process of the corporeal putrefaction of the corpse in its moldy interment and 
thus linked wine as a mediation with the chthonic realm. A similar connotation resulted from the 
lingering noxious odor of rotting imparted to the vessels for fermentation by fumigation with 
burning sulfur, as an antioxidant to retard the acidification of the wine. The mushroom’s funereal 
symbolism made it the common shape for numerous tombstones, from all regions and spanning 
entire antiquity. None of these can rightly be identified as simply phallic. The most explicit is the 
Hellenistic tombstone of Lysandra from the southern shore of the Black Sea (Kurtz and 
Boardman, 1971: 242-244).
A hydria vase from the cemetery of ancient Thracian Enez (Ainos) depicts the mixing of a pithos 
of sacramental wine under the supervision of a priest (Museum of Edirne; Ruck et al., 2014). 
Along with other plants (vines like bryony and smilax), a mushroom is being offered to a priest 
for inclusion in the mixture. This is quite probably the famous wine of Maron.
Harvesting Monsters
The most famous of the monstrous anthropomorphisms that materialized from the 
gathered herbs is the Gorgon Medusa, a version of the goddess Athena, whom the hero Perseus 
plucked as an apple with a pruning hook. Its identity as a mushroom is documented both as 
depicted in art (fourth-century BCE amphora, Berlin, F. 3022; Wasson et al., 1978: image 7) and 
in the local mythical traditions reported by the second-century CE ethnographic traveler 
Pausanias (Description of Greece, 2.16.3). As further confirmation, Perseus placed the harvested 
head in a kíbisis, an open-topped sack slung on his arm, and so depicted in numerous vase 
paintings. Such a sack is still used today by pickers of fruits like apples. The Medusa’s head was 
depicted as analogous to a golden apple from the Tree of the Hesperides. The ‘apple’ was 
metaphorically psychoactive, since the magical steed Pegasus sprung from the monster’s severed 
neck. The horse is named for the springs of inspiring waters that flow wherever he touches earth, 
and he functions as the flying vehicle for the harvester, an obvious metaphor for shamanic 
transcendence accessed via a psychoactive plant.
The Gorgons, among their other zoomorphisms as horse, mermaid, swan, pig, and 
serpents, mooed like cows (Eustathius, on Iliad 2.498; Stephanus of Byzantium, s.v. Mukale). 
The cows in myth are constantly in estrus, like the bovine metamorphosis of the cow-maiden Io, 
stung by the sting of her herdsman’s cow-prod, transmogrified into the cow-fly Tabanus bovinus, 
the Greek oístros, which is the etymology for estrus. The mooing is the complement to the 
bellowing of their taurine mate. It is the sound that mushrooms in Greek make as they burst into 
fruit from the ground (Aeschylus, frag. 6, probably from his Perseus tragedy; Euripides, 
Bacchae, 691). The common designation of the fungus as a ‘mushroom’ in English is an 
onomatopoetic bovine zoomorphism as a moo-shroom, derived from the Greek muá-ein and 
Latin muss-are for ‘mooing or bellowing,’ Late Latin mussarion, French mousseron, assimilated 
into English as early as the Elizabethan Age. The mushroom stung by the cow-flies immediately 
suggests the common association of the Amanita muscaria with flies, as the fly agaric or French 
tue-mouches and German Fliegenpilz. It grows in mycorrhizal symbiosis with the host tree, like 
another of its fruits. The indigenous Anishinaabeg of North America call it the ‘tree-mushroom,’ 
miskwedo (Keewaydinoquay, 1984).
Seafaring
The deities of the Mystery on Samothrace are commonly cited as the Dioskouroi 
(Dioscuri), the twin sons of Zeus, male twins of their sisters Helen and Clytemnestra, from his 
insemination of Leda of Sparta, having taken the shape of a swan. The Winged Victory or Niki of 
Samothrace now displayed on the landing of the Denon branch of the Louvre in Paris dates from 
the second century BCE as a dedication from the island of Rhodes commemorating a naval 
battle. Niki figures were frequent decorative motives designating the Mystery. The Dioskouroi 
were invoked by imperiled sailors, and the Mystery was supposedly an assurance of safety at sea 
(Burkert, 1977; Mikalson, 2010) or for profitable commerce from trade at sea (Blakeley, 2008, 
2013). Few initiates, however, would be apt to travel frequently at sea.
This interpretation, moreover, ignores the antiquity of the rite at the Zerynthian Caves, 
both on Samothrace and throughout Thrace, and the ecstatic nature of the original bacchanalia 
and the copious drinking as later practiced in the lower sanctuary. The metaphor of life’s course 
as a hazardous voyage at sea was a common poetic motif, including the government or piloting 
of the ship of state.
There was a forge adjacent to the sanctuary, considered not relevant by the excavators, but 
implying the theme of spiritual transcendence in the volcanic caldera, analogous to the ennobling 
of ores through metallurgical alchemy. Many rings of ferromagnetic iron were cast as souvenirs 
of the initiation (Cardew, 2012). They symbolized the broken link from the chains that bound 
them formerly to the delusional imprisonment in the cave of ordinary vision. It is significant that 
the chain dance was an element of the ritual.  Similarly, iron magnets and the electrostatic 
attractive force of amber were sacred to the religion. Amber in mythic tradition represented the 
gummy tears of the Daughters of the Sun metamorphosed into poplars, encapsulating the sun’s 
brilliance, and it was commonly thought that all mushrooms were derived from such resinous 
exudations of trees (Pliny, Natural History, 22.96.1). Amber had particular significance as a 
homeopathic remedy for madness, and the resinous pitch was also seen as the menses of the tree 
and efficacious as an aphrodisiac. Thus, both the magnet and amber are emblematic of eroticism. 
The devotion of the Dioskouroi to each other was so great that although only one of them 
was immortal, and the other mortal, they vowed to share immortality together on alternating 
days. They thus were constantly engaged in the metaphoric voyage at sea across the great aquifer 
of Ocean that separates the living from the dead. They materialized as the electrostatic discharge 
that flashes like lightning from the masts of ships, known as St. Elmo’s fire, still called 
dioskouroi in Greek. They were assimilated into Christian hagiography in the account of St. 
Paul’s shipwrecked voyage on the Alexandrian boat called Dioskouroi, where Christ usurped the 
role of savior for ships at sea (Acts of the Apostles, 28.11).
Wolf Mushroom
The Dioskouroi were imagined as handsome youths, wearing the birth remnants of the 
halved eggshell as Phrygian caps upon their heads, but there were less iconic versions of their 
portrayal as twin shields or just a pair of fox-caps or linked twin pillars in landlocked Sparta, 
where they symbolized not foreigner travel, but the shrine of the opened tomb awaiting offerings. 
As the twin pillars, they were also carried into battle by the Spartan troops, who were identified 
as packs of wolves. They are personifications of the mushroom of the initiatory wine of 
Samothrace.
The lycanthropy and the related motif of rabidity as metaphoric for the altered state of 
consciousness of the bacchants derives from the association of the wolf with the Amanita 
muscaria, upon which it feeds. In the New World, it is documented among the Huichol as the the 
occult initiatory sacrament of their elite wolf warriors (Hoffman, 2001), and among the 
Ahnishinaabeg for its access to heightened physical endurance and strength (Keewaydinoquay, 
1984), as also claimed by the bacchants. It was the sacred intoxicant of Thracian warriors, 
traceable back to the mid second millennium BCE, and documented as lycanthropy in the 
Homeric episode of the Thracian horseman, Rhesus (Homer, Iliad, 10; Ruck et al., 2007: 
87-124). It was still documented as a mushroom cult at the time of the Emperor Trajan (Dio 
Cassius, Roman History, epitome 68.8.1) among the Thracian Dacians, named as the ‘Wolf-
people.’ They bore the emblem of Draco, their wolf-headed serpent, into battle. It is the same 
initiatory mushroom cult associated with the Nordic berserkers, named as the ‘bear-shirts,’ who 
materialized on the battlefield either as werewolves or in ursine transmogrifications. In folkloric 
tradition, it survives in the tale of Rotkäppschen, ‘Little Red-cap,’ named for her Phrygian 
mushroom cap, and the episode of initiatory lycanthropy (Ruck et al., 2007).
It is the ancient sacrament of the Zoroastrian Persians, haoma, the Avestan analogue of the Vedic 
Soma, known to the Greeks as [hómomi, assimilated as the Homeric mólu (moly), and associated 
with wolves (Plutarch, Isis and Osiris, 46). An elite troupe of Scythian warriors in the sixth-
century BCE Achaemenid army were named as the Saka Hauma-varga or ‘Haoma Wolves.’ A 
recently restored fabric from the burial cloth of a Mongolian woman, dating to the second 
century CE, depicts a Zoroastrian priest presenting the deceased a large mushroom, identified by 
the Russian restorers as a psilocybin Stropharia, but probably too large and more likely an 
Amanita, discolored by the age of the tapestry (Science, vol. 26, no.2).
Eagle Fare
As the Gemini, the form the Dioskouroi assumed when they ascended to the realm of the 
constellations, they encode an ancient riddle about the herb that sprouted from the ichor or divine 
fluid that fell from the liver of the Titan Prometheus, the creator of man, as it was gnawed upon 
by the eagle of his torment, as eternal punishment for having stolen fire from the gods. The liver 
was considered a microcosmic image of the cosmos and, therefore, the seat of divination. The 
liver also acts as a filter for toxins and thus contains the highest concentration of ingested 
psychoactive plants. Since the Titan placed the fire he stole in a thyrsus, the event was analogous 
to the gathering of a sacred plant.
The riddle about this Promethean herb, which was picked by Medea, a priestess of 
Hecate, was that it was like the flower in the Wolf Cave at Delphi and that it sprouted from the 
earth with a ‘twin’ stem. (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica, 3.838 et seq.) It gave Jason the 
meaning of his name as the ‘Drug-man) and let him access the strength to plow the field with the 
fire-breathing bulls and plant the toxic seeds of serpent fangs. This is not a branching stem, not 
even a double stem, but a twin (dídymos, geminus), characteristic of no plant but the Amanitas. 
As it expands from the egg shape, splitting its cap into halved eggshells, the single stipe extends 
in both directions producing the defining dumbbell of the birthing mushroom. The divine 
thunderbolt of Zeus was customarily depicted in Greek art as such a dumbbell, a bi-conical 
object, often with conventional lightning flashes attached. It is the same shape as the Vajra 
thunderbolt of Vedic Indra, and in Buddhism it is symbolic of the thunderbolt experience of 
enlightenment. As the Gemini, the Dioskouroi were depicted in medieval lore as Siamese twins, 
a form attested in antiquity for their Spartan doublets, the Moliones (Plutarch, On Brotherly 
Love, 1). They are the original of the primordial spherical creatures who were split in two to 
make the race of human, eternally seeking its erotic complement in reuniting with the beloved 
other half (Plato, Symposium, 186c et seq.; Ruck et al., 2001: 124-125).
The sources that identify the deities of the Mystery as the Dioskouroi make clear that this is not 
the true identity of the divine twins who were transported to the stars, which must never be told, 
but that they encode a symbolic manifestation of the regenerative spirit of primal man, not 
actually brothers, but twin siblings, a couple, male and female (Varro, On the Latin Language, 
5.10.57-58). This also suits the hermaphroditic persona that the mushroom displays as the phallic 
thrust of the extending stipe appears to penetrate the vulva of the inverting cap. In Corinth, the 
tradition was preserved that Sisyphus, by some accounts the father of Odysseus, created the first 
indigenous people out of mushrooms after a rainfall (Ovid, Metamorphoses, 7.392-393).
The Amanita muscaria is commonly called ‘raven’s bread’ because of the bird’s fondness for 
ingesting the mushroom (Klapp, 2013). ‘Bread’ was an obvious metaphor for mushrooms, 
similarly spongy and leavened, the likeness of the heaven, just like the prophetic liver of 
haruspicy. It is unlikely that the raven alone eats the mushroom, and other birds are probably 
interchangeable in its designation. Its association with the thunderbird is attested in 
Ahnishinaabeg folklore (Wasson, 2001). The prophet Elijah was miraculously fed in the desert 
by a raven that brought him meat and bread (I Kings, 17.6), and it is the Raven who serves the 
cosmic bread and drink of the so-called bull’s blood at the divine banquet to the Pater in 
Mithraism. In Classical tradition, the quail, which was known to eat things that were toxic to 
men, rendering feasting upon the quail potentially lethal (Aristotle, History of Plants, 820.6-7; 
etc.), is an analogue of the eagle’s fare. The quail’s erratic behavior made it appear drunken with 
epileptic seizures of the sacred disease, called ‘quail madness’ (ortugomanía). It is probably this 
bestiary lore that made the bird sacred to Apollo and Artemis. Their mother had a comic epithet 
as ‘Mother of Quails’ (ortugométra, Aristophanes, Birds, 870). The pubescent priestesses of 
Artemis danced a drunken staggering in imitation of the quails. Second only to the identification 
of the Gorgon Medusa as a fungal anthropomorphism, there could be no motif more central to 
the ethnobotany of ancient Greece than this divinatory liver of Prometheus.
Dirty Dancing
The Dioskouroi in the Mystery of Samothrace were interchangeable with the Corybants, 
who sprung from the fingers of Rhea as she groveled in the earth, bent in labor for the birth of 
Zeus. The posture suggests that they, too, belongs to the motif of gathering sacred plants. They 
are named as the ‘helmeted dancers,’ who protected the infant, hiding his birth cries by 
drumming on their shields. They were interchangeable with the Kouretes, who are named simply 
as the boys. Like the Dioskouroi, these all are visualized as idealized young men. Their typical 
dancing stance is raised on a single foot, with the shield held implausibly over their heads, a 
stance that Attis and Mithras also assume in some versions of them as warriors. 
In the folklore of fantastic creatures, they appear revealed as fungal anthropomorphisms with the 
name of the Kaulomycetes or ‘Cover-mushroom’ warriors (Lucian, True History, 1.16). These 
were warriors who held their mushroom cap as a shield over their heads and fought with an 
asparagus for a sword. With these details, we enter a realm where the Mystery creatures are 
apparently less than normal size, small enough for the mushroom’s cap to serve as shield for a 
warrior imagined beneath it, who fights with an asparagus stalk. The choice of botanical sword is 
disproportionally long for beings so tiny and suspiciously phallic, and the asparagus was reputed 
to have aphrodisiac properties and it is slang for the penis. Hence the erotic implications of the 
Corybants as initiators of Cleinias, the younger brother of Alcibiades, into the Samothracian 
Mystery in Plato’s Euthydemus dialogue (Levenson, 1999). The single foot stance of the 
Corybants and Kouretes defines another fantastical fungal anthropomorphism. These are the 
Skiapodes (‘Shade-foots’), a tribe of creatures with only a single broad foot, upon which they 
vigorously dance, until they tire and fall upon their backs to rest in the shade of their one foot 
spread above like a parasol or (Ruck, 1986: 151-178). The parasol (skiádeion) is an obvious 
metaphor for the mushroom and these creatures survived in medieval art and are recognized as 
fungal in European folklore (Lewis, 1952). Aristophanes presented Prometheus as such a Shade-
foot in the Birds (1494 et seq.), hiding from the celestial gods above beneath his skiádeion, 
which, when unfurled, turns out to be the comic disguise for his gigantic phallic erection (Ruck, 
1986). The ‘mushroom’ was a common metaphor for an erect penis (Henderson, 1975).
The Great Gods of Samothrace, at least in their herbal personae, belonged to the cult of 
the little people, common in the Celtic lore of Europe. Interchangeable with the Dioskouroi, 
Corybants, and Kouretes were the ‘finger’ creatures or Daktyls. They, too, sprang from the 
fingers of Rhea as she picked the sacred plant for the birthing of her divine son, Zeus. Although 
their dactylic personae suggest their erect penises, they also had an equal handful of sisters, and 
hence the groups of little creatures could appropriately engage in sexual revels.
Among such dwarfish beings of the Mystery were the Kabeiroi, gnomes, imagined as 
ithyphallic African grotesqueries and their female companions, similarly oversexed. Dwarfism is 
the converse of gigantism, as in the tiny brothers of the African giant Antaeus, the reference for 
Jonathan Swift’s tribe of Lilliputians (1726), and the alteration in size is metaphoric of the penile 
erection, and also suggests the alternating macroscopic and microscopic vision characteristic of 
the Amanita muscaria, as popularized in Lewis Carrol’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland 
(1865). The name of the Kabeiroi is plausibly linked etymologically with Cybele. In ancient 
Greek folklore, they are known as kóbaloi, trickster, thieving goblins (Aristophanes, Knights, 
450; Frogs, 1015; Plutus, 279, etc.). They are shape-shifters (ailomórphoi), attendants upon 
Dionysus, dancing maniacs (choroimanéis) (Brown, 2004: 230-231). Two of them who are twins 
are named as the dwarfish Kerkopes (‘Tail-faces’), depicted with African or simian features, 
whose monkey ‘tail’ presents them backwardly phallic. They survive in the folklore of Europe as 
the German Kobald, the French gobelin, and the puck of England (Hardwick, 2007).
Odysseus, Circe, as Kabeiroi, and the potion are frequent motifs on the drinking vessels from the 
Mystery sanctuary outside Thebes. Circe, although not otherwise known for her weaving in the 
Homeric tradition (Homer, Iliad, 302-347), is shown interrupting her work at the loom to offer 
the ithyphallic Odysseus the potion that turns men into pigs. The comb (ktéis) was the equivalent 
of the phallus. It held the threads of the loom’s warp threads apart for the penetration of the cock, 
back and forth, with the threads of the weft. Terracotta models of the ‘comb’ in antiquity were 
almost as abundant as phalloi. The depictions of the Kabeiric Circe are thus as obscene as the 
gnomish Odysseus. Aristophanes staged an obscene choral dance in his Plutus comedy (408 
BCE, revised ca. 388), where the asshole of a Corinthian hetaera named for the famous 
enchantress serves as the mortar for mixing the Mystery potion (290-315). Circe notoriously 
turned men into pigs. Boars, like the bear, respond to the human pheromone, and piglet was 
slang for the female’s comb or pudendum (Henderson, 1975). The phallic thrust of the 
mushroom’s stipe can be imagined as penetrating through the webbing threads of the radiating 
gills on the underside of the cap.
When not depicted as such misshapen gnomes, the Kabeiroi were crabs (kárkinoi), sons 
of Hephaestus, attending him as henchmen at the alchemical forge of transmutation. Hephaestus 
himself at the forge was imagined as wearing the red eggshell cap (Phrygian pileus) symbolizing 
the vault of heaven, a common metaphor for the pileus of the Amanita, suggesting transcendent 
experience. The emblematic tool of metallurgy was the god’s pincers, which were called ‘crabs.’ 
Aeschylus staged them as tiny pubic lice dancing around a giant erection in his Wasps comedy 
(422 BCE), punning upon the snot ejaculating from the bellowing erection (muktér mukátai). 
The mushroom is named in Greek mykes for its slimy mucus, as typical, not a name, but an 
epithet, for something too sacred and taboo to have a proper name. The scene is the culmination 
of a parody upon the Samothracian Mystery and the visionary phallic mushroom of the Persian 
haoma-wolves (Ruck, 2012).
The Lemnian forge, where Hephaestus copulated with his wife Aphrodite, was the source of the 
fearsome sexual stench of the Lemnian women, and Aristophanes staged the odiferous combat of 
opposing pheromones as the divided chorus of grotesque male and female Kabeiric dancers in 
his Lysistrata comedy (411 BCE) (Ruck, 2016: 160-208). The metallurgical forge is traditionally 
seen as a womb tended by specially initiated males, with its slag as its menses (Blakeley, 2006).
Crazy as a Loon
The Kabeiroi as crabs walked sideways, like the smithy god Hephaestus, whom they 
served. The god himself had backwards feet (amphiguéeis) and an ambidextrous manner of 
walking, characteristic of drunkenness. Hermes, who was patron of the Samothracian Mystery, 
famously turned the feet of the cows mooing in estrus backwards (an impossible feat for cows, 
named as próbata or ‘forward-walkers’) and he wore his sandals turned around for the event, as 
narrated in the Homeric hymn, probably intended for recital in the Samothrace sanctuary. 
Aristophanes, who was obviously an initiate into the Mystery on Samothrace, introduced Hermes 
in this role of backwards ambulation in his Peace comedy (421 BCE), which staged the flight of 
the hero in the persona of Perseus flying to heaven on the gigantic mushroom of his erection 
portrayed as a dung beetle in the persona of Pegasus (Ruck, 2016: 94-115). Aeschylus, who also 
was an initiate of the Mystery of Samothrace, staged the initiation of the Argonauts as a drunken 
revel of the sailors with the Kabeiroi (Aeschylus, frag. 48, 49).
Ambidextrous ambulation is a version of shape-shifting. Thus another version of the 
god’s attendants at the volcanic forge were the wizards called Telchines or ‘Enchanters.’ They 
had the ability to shift shape and become seals. Like the crab, the seal is characterized with a 
handicapped mode of ambulation, inasmuch as its hind limbs are bound together, causing it to 
slither its way forward, rocking back and forth, appearing drunk and leaving a zigzag trail like a 
serpent. Their drunkenness was interpreted as lycanthropic rabidity, since that were said to have 
metamorphosed from the rabid hounds of Actaeon. They are comparable to the selkies of Celtic 
lore, who assume human form on land and are notorious for their sexual proficiency. Shape-
shifting and ambidextrous ambulation were emblematic of divination. Thus the grandfather of 
the Kabeiric males and females was cited as Proteus, the seal-keeper and famous prophet. Seals 
are noted for their fishy stench, which implies the sexual pheromones. The same ambidextrous 
orientation characterizes the Kerkopes, with their ‘tails’ on the wrong side, and also the paired 
brothers, Prometheus, with his backwards minded sibling Epimetheus. Additionally, the 
backward-tailed Kerkopes were usually depicted upside-down, from which vantage their forward 
vision was reversed backwards.
One of the foundational myths for the Samothracian Mystery describes Dardanus sailing 
on a goatskin raft, drunken and crazy as a loon (Lycophron, Alexandra, 69-82), whose eerie 
screams and erratic diving suggest spiritual possession and the same motif of drunkenness, hence 
the comparison ‘crazy as a loon.’ Virgil connected this obscure tradition of the fungal 
drunkenness of Dardanus with the Trojan ancestry of Aeneas in the foundational myth for Rome. 
The city would not be founded until Aeneas and his men were forced to eat their own tables 
(Aeneid, 3.254-257). The site would be indicated by tables laden with the slimy mucous offal of 
the Harpies, the repulsive food that had given the prophet Phineus the awesome power of 
prophecy. The Harpies materialized as elfin eddies (Homer, Odyssey, 20.66, 77), like the Celtic 
fairies, and also as swarms of flies (Apuleius, Golden Ass, 10.15), suggestive of the particular 
species of mushroom. These tables are a version of the Amanita muscaria mushroom, spread 
with the scabby white remnants of its shattered veil like bits of bread attracting swarms of cow 
flies, tables that belonged to the fairies and of which it was forbidden to eat (Ruck and Larner, 
2013). The fairy lore of northern Europe occurs in ancient Greece, as well. The figure of Psyche 
is commonly depicted with butterfly wings, as on the mushroom tombstone of Lysandra, and 
even the Gorgon Medusa, as might be expected, can be portrayed with fairy wings (Athenian 
black figure lekythos, ca. 450 BCE, Metropolitan Museum, New York). The ‘Great Gods’ of 
Samothrace was a cult of the ‘little people’ (Ruck, 2016).
A bizarre analogue of this foundational myth involves the Kabeiric Odysseus and Circe 
(Lycophron, Alexandra, 1226 et seq.) One of the Kabeiric drinking vessels depicts Odysseus, 
nude, dwarfish, with African features and grossly ithyphallic with sagging belly, sailing like 
Dardanus on a raft of two amphorae, probably depicting the export trade of Maronian wine from 
Samothrace (late fifth-century BCE skyphos, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, inv. no. V.262).  The 
other side of the cup depicts the Kabeiric Odysseus, with erection, confronting Circe and her 
comb, as she presents him with the potion. Another obscure account of this raft of the drunken 
loon mentions four legs in a basket, referring to the two dancers treading the grapes of the 
vintage in the straining basket.
Although the Roman Penates were imagined, like the Dioskouroi, as idealized adolescent males, 
they were traditionally represented as figurines, which is to say, of diminutive size. The original 
Penates that Aeneas brought from Rome were preserved in a temple on the Tiber south of Rome, 
and although probably pious forgeries in Classical times, they replaced creatures like the 
ithyphallic grotesqueries of the Mystery. Like the twin yoked pillars of the Spartan Dioskouroi, 
the Penates were guardians of the innermost recesses of the household, the penetralia, which 
implies the motif of sexual penetration, and in antiquity interpreted as penetration into the secrets 
of mystical vision. At each meal, an offering was made to the Penates to remove the accursed 
taint of primordial toxicity and render the food safe for consumption.
The Etruscan version of these little creatures is their Tages, a little young old man, who popped 
up in the plowman’s path and dictated the book of secrets and taught the art of divination by 
inspection of the liver. The name of the plowman is a version of Tages, and also the origin of the 
tribal designation of the people.
Demeter’s Indiscretion in the Cornfield
The fungal identity of all these Samothracian grotesqueries is expectable since another 
foundational myth for the Mystery of Samothrace involves, not the drunken sailing of Dardanus, 
but the inaugural plowing for the foundation of the Greek city of Thebes and a parallel of the 
Eleusinian adduction of Persephone. By this account, at the marriage feast of Cadmus and 
Harmonia, Demeter had sex with Iasion (or Iasos/Iasios, a brother of Dardanus) in a cornfield. 
This Iasion was an ithyphallic Kabeiros creature. In this telling of the tale, Harmonia was also 
probably a Kabeiros, since she is the sister of Iasion and Dardanus. The latter two were cited as 
the original Kabeiroi (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica, 1.917, scholia), and one killed the other. 
Iasion is named as the ‘Drug-man’ and is a doublet of Jason anointed with the chrism of eagle-
fare.
Demeter taught Iasion how to plow. He was named Triptolemos for the first ‘three 
furrows’ (trípolos) cut into the primordial cropland, symbolic of the vulva, tripartite for the triple 
goddess, repeated annually as an inaugural ritual in a plot dedicated in his honor. The plow was 
his phallic stick, and so recognized in the legal terminology of the marriage contract for the 
plowing of legitimate children. For this affront to Demeter/Persephone’s virginal modesty, the 
primordial plowman was sacrificed, repeated thereafter with an offering of a victim at the annual 
inaugural plowing. The symbolic offering of victims in the persona of the primordial plowman 
represented an accommodation with the forces of primitivism, which yielded to the evolutionary 
arts of agriculture. He plays the same role as the primordial antecedents to viticulture, and 
botanically he was manifest in the single or dual kernels of the most primitive edible grass, 
which was spelt (‘split-dual kernel’) or German Einkorn (‘one-kernel’), known as ‘goat grass’ in 
Greek. This primitive grass resembles the ergot that grows on the cultivated superior grassy 
hybrids like barley. Ergot is so named for the ‘cockspur’ in French, which in antiquity would be 
the ‘talons’ of ornithological creatures like the Harpies. The ergot was recognized in antiquity as 
a fungus since the sclerotia of infested kernels of grain fruit as mushrooms visible to the unaided 
eye. It was the psychoactive ingredient of the Eleusinian Mystery potion, representing the seed of 
the totally wild and seedless mushroom, and thus the mediation between the wilderness of the 
mushroom’s habitat and the cultivated cropland. The ergot in an aqueous context with bone ash, 
representing the sacrificed plowman, yields an oscillating hydration of ergine and isoergine, 
LSA, which is a natural analogue of LSD.
Triptolemos and Demeter proselytized the art of agriculture throughout the world. It was a flight 
in a special cart, through the air, metaphoric for ecstatic transcendence. It was the very same cart 
drawn by toxic serpents in which Jason’s Medea flew. Her name is merely the adjectival version 
of the participial form it has in the Gorgon Medusa as the ‘Queen.’ Medea inherited this very 
same solar cart from her aunt, Circe, the Kabeiric lover of the grotesque ithyphallic version of 
the dwarfish Odysseus. 
Analogous to the controlled fungal growth in the yeasts of vinous fermentation, was 
Demeter’s gift of bread. Leavened bread is similarly a fungal growth, yielding the spongy dry 
food, the civilized analogue of the sponge that provided the metaphor for the mushroom as a 
fungus (spóngos), and for the metaphor for the bread of ravens and thunderbirds. The sponge 
belongs to the tradition of the fungal Medusa, since the blood from her harvested head 
metamorphosed into coral, which becomes hard and petrified only when immersed in water, and 
the spongey expansion of the mushroom’s fruiting was metaphoric for the heaving upwards of 
the cosmic rim of the heavens. Thus both wine and bread as the fundamental liquid and dry foods 
of antiquity partake of the same evolution of primordial toxicity into the arts of civilized 
cultivation.
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